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Joiner Construction New Mexico
Joiner Construction recently purchased a Kenworth Prime Mover for hauling their
equipment to and from job sites in and around Albuquerque New Mexico.
Due to success they have had using FTA fuel and oil filters on there other equipment it was
decided to install the FTA fuel and oil filters to the CAT C15 Powered Kenworth.
The CAT C15 engine had 1,232 hours on it before the filter were installed. At the time of
installation a download was taken on engine ECM to be able to access if there would be any
improvement in fuel economy by the addition of FTA’s Oil and Fuel filters.
The next download was taken at 1,029.05 hours after installing the FTA filter systems. The
readings before and after FTA were taken in Gallons Per Hour (GPH) to ensure a fair
comparison.
Before filters the C15 had 1,232 Hours and used 3,702.3 gallons of fuel, subtracting idle
time of 620.30 Hours where 255.5 Gallons was used = 3,447 Driving Gallons in 611.35
Hours.
3,447 Gallons divided by 611.35 Driving Hours = 5.64GPH Burnt.
After the FTA OIL & FUEL Filters were installed, the download taken at 1,029.05 hours,
the C15 had used 2,805.00 gallons total, subtract idle time of 526.15 hours where 170.6
Gallons was used = 2,634.4 Driving Gallons in 502.85 Hours.
2,634.4 Gallons divided by 502.85 = 5.23 GPH Burnt.
Saving of 7.26% GPH or 184gal/ 696 litres in this period of 502.85 hours driving.
The Idle economy improved from .42 GPH to .33 GPH a saving of 21% or 17gal/68 litres in
110.3 hours Idling.
Driving economy improved 3.17% from
5.8 MPG to 5.99 MPG.
Overall Economy improved 3.9% from
5.4 MPG to 5.62 MPG.
Joiners Construction have now
purchased a JQ440 fuel pump system.
Due to these results they have also fitted
their mobile home powered by a Detroit
Series 60 and have noticed an increase
in performance as well as a noticeable
reduction in smoke.
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The oil report attached has seen the oil drains extended from 250 to 350 hours at this
point, Sample E was at 122 hours when the filters where fitted and the ISO 22/19/15.
Sample B was the first run with FTA filters and the ISO was 19/16/11 when the oil was
changed, Sample A is a further 343 hours an the oil is ISO 19/18/13 a 80% reduction in
Particulate Contamination at 4um with 221 more run time hours on the engine.
(See Report Below)
There has been a reduction in all wear metals and large reductions in Cutting, Sliding,
Fatigue and Non Metallic wear in the oil.
Sample E is the result at 122 hours done before installing FTA filters.
Sample A & B are at 345 and 322 Hours with FTA Oil and Fuel filters added
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